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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to explore and identify where technology automation could 
be used to reduce time and wasted labor in aircraft inventory and maintenance processes.  The 
research used passive RFID AutoID technology due to its capabilities in data logging and 
relatively hands-off, passive use.  The Purdue University’s aircraft maintenance system operates 
under old time card systems with paper inspection, check outs of tools, and non-routine 
inspections, contributing to long search times when looking for maintenance problems or lost 
inventory that may have happened up to and over a year ago.  Furthermore, there are general 
inefficiencies due to locating forms and filling out paperwork.  This study evaluated the 
effectiveness of RFID technology in an updated process map of tool / part usage, while providing 
a proof-of-concept RFID-enabled system to track aircraft inventory parts and tools.  The study 
collected information about tool usage and inventory accountability.  The use of a database to 
facilitate this data tracking would have allowed easy access and analysis for maintenance 
managers to better identify tool use with individual technicians.  The solution was to RFID tag a 
selected test set of specialized aircraft maintenance tools found in the tool room at Hangar 6 in 
Purdue University’s airport that require check out (as well as aircraft inventory parts), utilize the 
RFID tunnel and Alien RFID system at Purdue University’s Supply Chain Lab, attach RFID tags 
to mock name badges, and allow for tracking simply by walking through the door or near the 
tunnel and checking if the tool was recorded by the RFID reader for that particular person.  This 
resulted in a study of the “before case” process map to the “after case” process map, and whether 
any steps were removed or added. 
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Introduction 
Current aircraft maintenance inventory and tool acquisition practices require several 
manual, time consuming steps during aircraft maintenance.  This results in unproductive labor 
hours and can ultimately add to overall costly aircraft maintenance cycle time overage with 
aircraft out of revenue service.  For example, many firms which may have written and recorded 
information on pen and paper merely twenty years ago have had the opportunity to upgrade to an 
electronic system which can store and database information, as well as run reports on the data, 
perform statistical analysis on forecasting, forecast future trends, and determine what 
information is needed in inventory.  However, many firms are resistant to technological change, 
whether it be for expense reasons, the “we would have thought of it ourselves if it was that much 
better” attitude (Mokyr, 1998), or perhaps because workers feel they will lose their jobs due to 
technology taking their roles away from them (Mokyr, 1998).  For those firms and businesses 
looking to improve their efficiency and reduce unwanted paper trails, newer technologies like 
radio frequency identification (RFID), bar codes, databases, excel spreadsheets, PDAs, laptops, 
netbooks, and smart phones offer abilities to improve tracking, information sharing, and data 
storage.  This research covered a tracking system utilizing radio frequency identification to track 
aircraft inventory parts and specialized tools in an aircraft maintenance setting.  Success of this 
system could hold promise for other inventory and time dependent industries extending beyond 
aviation.  
The RFID system implemented was primarily used to track actual aircraft maintenance 
tools (common tools as well as specialized tools) and aircraft parts within inventory of various 
geometries throughout the mock hangar.  Special tools were typically removed from a 
specialized location, and automatically presumed as “checked out” when the person or researcher 
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walked through or near the RFID tunnel in place at Purdue University’s Supply Chain Lab.  As 
they return, it “checked in” the tool, showing that the tool was once more in the tool room.  An 
RFID tag located on a name badge would have allowed the system to associate the removal and 
return of the specialized tools with that particular person.  Aircraft inventory parts were tracked 
the same way.  The goal was to create a newly updated process map for aircraft maintenance 
operations utilizing RFID technology to automate currently manual tasks by using a proof-of-
concept RFID tunnel in the Supply Chain Lab at Purdue University. 
The RFID readers must have a short enough range so that inadvertent signals are not 
picked up.  The reader should only pick up the tags when a person walks through the readers and 
into the next room, whereby a future database could then be updated with the new location of the 
tool.  In future recommended research, a database is hypothesized to help increase visibility of 
tools and parts in the hangar, and eliminate unnecessary parts counting and rechecking that takes 
up valuable time. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
A process control and visibility gap exists in aircraft inventory and tooling systems where 
they interact with front line aircraft production maintenance operations.  Identification, location 
and other technically pertinent information on aircraft parts/inventory and related tooling during 
daily operations is lengthy and inefficient, requiring unnecessary paper trails and unneeded steps 
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Research Question 
To gain access to aviation maintenance operations and research, Purdue University’s 
Hangar of the Future Research Laboratory within the Department of Aviation Technology was 
selected as a research platform for this study. The laboratory’s mission is, in part, to deliver 
innovative solutions to meet challenges of new technologies for aviation and next generation 
aircraft. This includes adapting new technologies and network applications into legacy 
maintenance control systems, standardized system risk and safety management, automation and 
human-in-the-loop interface.  The goals are to decrease queuing, searching and information 
sifting by maintenance technicians while maximizing productive “wrench time” at the aircraft 
(Hangar of the Future Mission Statement, 2010). 
The research question for this project was: Does the use of RFID technology provide 
more efficient tool tracking and increased inventory visibility than the current system which is 
largely paper or remembrance based? 
 
Significance of the Problem 
 Demands for increased efficiency and lean processes in aviation make it 
imperative for aircraft maintenance operators throughout industry to develop faster and more 
efficient ways of locating, tracking, and confirming tools and critical inventory.  Reducing time 
spent locating and tracking items (as well as paper trails associated with them) by replacing them 
with automated systems is believed to offer one solution for reducing wasted manpower and 
process inefficiencies common in aircraft maintenance.  Failure to improve efficiency and cost 
control in such a rapidly developing technological world as aviation can mean loss of the 
business. 
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Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this research was to locate places within the maintenance process where 
automation through RFID would be beneficial in time reduction and paper-trail reduction, and 
run test processes within Purdue University’s Supply Chain Lab using RFID to replace or update 
the old methods.  Innovative use of auto locating technologies (such as RFID and Bar Code) 
embedded into tools and equipment being used, networked and linked to a user friendly, highly 
visual interface was believed to offer one solution of real-time data delivery that would benefit 
front line workers and managers on inventory levels and the location of specific parts.   
Results sought:  
• Investigate areas in which RFID automation can simplify the current aircraft maintenance 
process 
• Time / efficiency gains in tool check-out and check-in (as opposed to costs accumulated 
by utilizing manual labor for searching and recording) 
• Reduced number of manual steps required in the maintenance process 
• System that can scan tags as desired 
• Proof that paperless information can be transmitted to and displayed accurately 
• Improved process visibility  
• Reduced potential for lost or stolen parts (visibility of assets) 
• Working proof-of-concept RFID tunnel set up in Purdue University’s Supply Chain Lab, 
demonstrating the capabilities of such a system if deployed 
• Complement the “lean manufacturing/just-in-time” system philosophy 
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Definitions 
LF – “Low frequency,” as applied to a particular frequency of RFID tags. 
HF – “High frequency,” as applied to a particular frequency of RFID tags. 
UHF – “Ultra-high frequency,” as applied to a particular frequency of RFID tags. 
Hangar of the Future – Technology initiative at Purdue University’s hangars to improve 
efficiency of maintenance work, with the end goal of improving all aspects of MRO’s, 
inventory and tool tracking, job card placements, and automation (Hangar of the Future, 
2008). 
MRO – Commonly referred to as “maintenance repair and operations” (Lampe, Strassner, & 
Fleisch, 2004). 
RFID – Commonly referred to as “radio frequency identification,” RFID encompasses multiple 
aspects of identification technology (similar to barcodes), with the added benefit of 
increased visibility within an inventory environment.   
Active RFID Tags – RFID tags which have a power source, typically a battery (Brown, 2009; 
Chawla & Ha, 2007; Ellickson, 2006; Goldman & Crawford, 2003; Goodrum, McLaren, 
& Durfee, 2005).   
Passive RFID Tags – RFID tags that lack a power source, and use the power received from the 
RFID readers to reply back to the reader (Brown, 2009; Chawla & Ha, 2007; Ellickson, 
2006; Goldman & Crawford, 2003; Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005).   
Hangar 6 – Purdue University’s aircraft hangar in which the proposed system will ultimately be 
used in. 
A/C (a/c) – Typical shorthand for “aircraft.” 
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PIP – “Progressive Inspection Plan,” such as those done on Purdue University’s new Cirrus 
aircraft and old Warrior aircraft. 
 
Assumptions 
This study assumed the following: 
• The RFID device being used was the correct and proper device to undergo this study. 
• The RFID system operated as stated in the user manual without problems. 
• The RFID system did not “double count” items as they traveled through the readers and 
stayed within the inventory room. 
• RFID tags used in this experiment were fully functional and behaved according to range 
and frequency specifications 
• RFID tags were not influenced by metal due to utilization of insulated media. 
• Results obtained for the mock inventory rooms in the RFID tunnel in the Supply Chain 
Lab could be directly implemented into a doorway at Hangar 6 with the same 
performance. 
• Walking through an RFID-enabled doorway which automatically checks out or checks in 
a part takes less time than walking through a non-RFID enabled doorway and filling out 
paperwork to do the exact same thing. 
 
Limitations 
Limitations for this study included: 
• This study identified unneeded/non-automated steps currently in place and replaced them 
with automated RFID-enabled steps. 
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• The study took place as a mock setup at Purdue University’s Supply Chain Lab using the 
Alien RFID tunnel already in place due to equipment and money limitations. 
• RFID substituted in to replace steps in the current system, nothing outside of it. 
 
Delimitations 
Delimitations to this study included the following: 
• This study was not a complete replacement for the current inventory and tracking system 
in place. 
• This study did not address cost analysis. 
• This study did not include information outside of Purdue University’s hangars. 
• This study did not directly involve maintenance workers in the testing phase at the 
Supply Chain Lab. 
• This study was not directly a time study, rather time reduction was implied through 
automation of typically manual tasks. 
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Literature / Prior Work 
 Previous work and current literature in the field of RFID technology will be presented 
below, split up between different topics.  Topics include types of RFID tags, prior work done in 
the field of RFID, different applications of RFID technology, and finally aircraft maintenance 
work and work on process mapping. 
 
Relevant History 
Inefficiency in parts drop zones and subsequent inventory location and movement 
coordination are common problems across many major industrial operations where timely 
delivery of inventory is involved (Motorola, 2009).  Aviation maintenance operations are no 
exception. Placement of parts in these areas is not always readily visible or well communicated.  
Aircraft parts and tooling migrate to multiple work areas, in-stations and other naturally 
occurring or ad hoc parts queuing “gates” within a maintenance facility or aircraft ramp area 
during routine operations. This problem is compounded by additional inefficiencies in 
communication and rapid data access by front line personnel, which in turn impact a worker’s 
decision making and planning capabilities (Vlasman, et. al, 2009).   
This results in ineffective parts coordination between the aircraft, individual technicians, 
hangar/shop/inventory storage areas, and front line managers and inhibits fact based, rapid 
decision making and process control inputs by front line workers.   
Ultimately this visibility and data gap results in wasted labor hours searching for parts, potential 
costly inventory loss or damage, and contributes to overall process inefficiency which extends 
maintenance job task completion time and overall aircraft cycle times.  
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Literature 
RFID, or Radio Frequency Identification, is defined as “a method of identifying unique 
items using radio waves” (Karali, 2004).  From its first use in World War II with the “Identify-
Friend or Foe” system, to Wal-Mart’s recent demand that suppliers utilize RFID technology in 
their supply chain (Chawla & Ha, 2007), companies have begun to pick up on the uses of RFID 
technology in various different fields.  Its current status is as a popular system of tracking and 
locating. 
For example, in Atal, Lee, and Özer (2006), it was noted in their literature survey how a 
large number of organizations have poor or very poor inventory management systems, to where 
audits frequently reveal more than 50% inventory inaccuracies.  This was primarily due to paper-
and-pen data collection.  The authors attempted to numerically calculate the value of visibility 
(that is, understanding where and how much inventory exists) and how it would help improve the 
firms’ inventory systems dramatically over an “ignorant” inventory system (Atalı, Lee, & Özer, 
2006). 
 RFID systems contain “an antenna coil, a transceiver with a decoder, and a transponder 
[tag]”(Deal, 2004), while readers have “an antenna, a receiver, and a decoder (Goldman & 
Crawford, 2003).  Figure 1 shows an Alien RFID system similar to that used in Purdue 
University’s Supply Chain Lab.  The white ovals are the RFID antennas, which transmit signals 
and receive signals back from RFID tags.  The black box to the right is the receiver, which 
receives the signal from the antennas, and from there proceeds to decode the information. 
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Figure 1.  A typical RFID reader/decoder, RFID tags, and antennas. 
 
 
RFID tags, like the small copper-colored items near the front of Figure 1, have the ability 
to be read and written to, while antennas are used to send out and take in signals.  As mentioned 
above, receivers/decoders receive the information from the antenna (which received information 
from the tag) and decodes it into useful information (Deal, 2004; Goldman & Crawford, 2003), 
such as parts inside of a tagged box, or the item that is currently being tagged. 
 
Types of RFID tags. 
Currently in industry, there are three different types of RFID tags that any particular 
company can select based on their funds and needs.  These tags are identified as either active 
tags, passive tags, or semi passive tags (Chawla & Ha, 2007; Goldman & Crawford, 2003).  
While there are many applications in which either tag may be used, certain features of each tag 
are inherently better at certain tasks. 
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Active RFID tags. 
Active RFID tags are unique among the three different tags, as they are the only ones that 
are powered by their own battery source (Brown, 2009; Chawla & Ha, 2007; Ellickson, 2006; 
Goldman & Crawford, 2003; Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005).  Furthermore, it has the 
ability to transmit its own signal (Chawla & Ha, 2007).  Because of the added power of the 
battery, active tags are typically more useful around metals as opposed to their counterparts 
(Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005), and their ranges are much greater than passive and semi-
passive tags (Chawla & Ha, 2007; Goldman & Crawford, 2003; Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 
2005).  Active tags enjoy other features as well, such as the ability to have read only tags, “2D 
location systems” (Goldman & Crawford, 2003), very large temperature operational ranges 
(Ellickson, 2006), and higher memory storage (Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005). 
Unfortunately, because active tags contain their own battery and transmitter, this leads 
the tag to be larger and more bulky than their counterparts (Ellickson, 2006; Goldman & 
Crawford, 2003).  Another issue is a much steeper cost (Ellickson, 2006; Goldman & Crawford, 
2003).  Furthermore, because active RFID tags are battery powered, they have a limited lifespan.  
According to Ellickson (2006), estimates depending on the tag give life spans up to ten years.  
However, in the case of Goodrum, McLaren and Durfee (2005), “…battery life is comparable to 
the expected lifespan of most construction power tools.”  Due to active tags being bulky and 
expensive, tagging small items, such as a screw, would be hardly worth the effort and money (up 
to $75 in the study by Goodrum, McLaren, and Durfee in 2005).  However, an application where 
it might be appropriate to use an active RFID tag may be on a large aircraft part, such as an 
engine. 
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 Passive RFID tags. 
Passive RFID tags are very popular tags to use for casual or business applications.  No 
doubt one large factor is the relatively cheap price of passive tags in today’s market.  Cost 
estimates as of 2005 were under $0.50 per tag (“Active RFID – A profitable business”) to under 
$0.21 cents per tag (Riley, 2005), while in Brown (2007), the cost of passive tags were a mere 
$0.20 per tag.  It is commonly known that prices have steadily decreased throughout the decade. 
Passive RFID tags, unlike active RFID tags, are not battery powered, do not contain their 
own transmitters, and therefore have much less range than an active RFID tag (Brown, 2009; 
Chawla & Ha, 2007; Ellickson, 2006; Goldman & Crawford, 2003; Goodrum, McLaren, & 
Durfee, 2005).  However, because they do not have their own energy source, they rely on a 
principle called “backscattering” (Chawla & Ha, 2007) to return a signal to the RFID reader.   
Because the tag does not have a battery, logic deduces that the tag can be much smaller.  
However, as is pointed out by Goldman and Crawford (2003), depending on the frequency, the 
shape of the antenna may change.  It goes without saying that these different shaped antennae 
may or may not be applicable to certain sized or shaped products to which they are intended to 
attach.  With its small size and cheap price, passive RFID tags are popular in industry, as later 
examples will demonstrate. 
 
 Semi-passive RFID tags. 
While semi-passive RFID tags do exist, they are not discussed as extensively in literature.  
A semi-passive tag has features of both an active and passive tag, in that it “has its own power 
source, but no transmitter” (Chawla & Ha, 2007).  Therefore, because they have their own power 
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supply, they are bulkier than passive tags.  Due to their lack of a transmitter, their range should 
be reduced (as it relies on backscattering, as per Chawla and Ha’s 2007 article). 
One unique thing about semi-passive tags is their ability to record temperatures and 
movement (Goldman & Crawford, 2003).  This has several obvious advantages in that it can be 
used in applications in which passive and active tags would need to be used in tandem with some 
other instrument or recording device (such as a digital or electric thermometer in a temperature-
recording setting).  These tags are similar to “SAW” tags mentioned in Chawla and Ha’s article, 
which also have the ability to measure temperature and location (2007).  However, they work on 
an entirely different principle, which will not be discussed in this review. 
 
Frequencies and ranges. 
There are many frequencies and ranges for RFID tags and readers.  Primarily, there are 
several different frequencies of RFID tags that a person or firm can use, whether they are passive 
or active.  The main frequency bands and their frequency spread, as well as read distances will 
be covered in the following sections.  Ranges varying between active and passive tags have been 
previously discussed. 
There are many types of RFID tag frequencies.  Among them are low frequency (LF), 
high frequency (HF), ultra high frequency (UHF), and microwave tags (Chawla & Ha, 2007; 
Goldman & Crawford, 2003; Karali, 2004).  Each of them have varying read ranges and practical 
uses, depending on who the tags are used on or with, what the tags are being used for, and where 
the tags are being used.  The four different frequencies will be discussed below in terms of their 
benefits and drawbacks, as well as a few applications of each. 
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 Low frequency (LF) RFID tags. 
Low frequency RFID tags primarily operate in the 125 to 134.2 KHz spectrum (Goldman 
& Crawford, 2003), or less than 135 KHz, with 128 KHz being among the most popular (Chawla 
& Ha, 2007).  Due to the fact that very few applications use this particular frequency (except 
primarily “marine wireless communications”), interference is rare (Hosaka, 2004).  As it stands, 
low frequency tags are primarily passive tags, as seen in Table 1 of Chawla and Ha (2007).  The 
authors also state that low frequency is a “Near-Field Coupling” tag, and again Table 1 in their 
publication shows typical tag ranges of less than one half of a meter.  Table 1 below is a 
representation of the important information taken out of Table 1 from Chawla and Ha’s 2007 
study, which will be referenced in the Bibliography section due to its close similarities and 
wording. 
 
However, in Hosaka (2004), ranges of greater than one half of a meter were recorded, 
even through a mattress.  Heurich (2009) also noted that certain LF RFID tags “nearly the size of 
a sheet of paper” can be read from greater than a half a meter.  Furthermore, Table 1 by Chawla 
and Ha shows LF RFID tags as having a shorter range than HF (high frequency) tags, while 
Heurich (2009) states several times that low frequency tags can frequently outperform high 
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frequency tags in recording distance.  Therefore, there is some discrepancy as to the exact read 
ranges, presumably due to the rapid increase in technology as RFID has taken hold in industry. 
Current uses for LF RFID tags include animal tagging (Chawla & Ha, 2007; Heurich, 
2009), patient tracking in a hospital environment (Hosaka, 2004), asset tracking (O’Connor, 
2008),  and situations where metal may create issues for tags of higher frequencies, due to their 
ability to be read when even directly against metal objects (Heurich, 2009; Lampe, Strassner, & 
Fleisch, 2004; O’Connor, 2008). 
 
 High frequency (HF) RFID tags. 
High frequency RFID tags are used in a large number of applications, despite receiving 
less attention in literature than UHF (ultra-high frequency) RFID tags.  HF RFID tags typically 
operate in the 13.553-13.567 MHz range, according to Chawla and Ha (2007) Table 1.  The most 
popular frequency for HF RFID tags, according to Chawla and Ha (2007), is 13.56 MHz.  This 
correlates with findings by Goldman and Crawford (2003) as well.  Also, as outlined in Heurich 
(2009), HF RFID tags do not tend to be the best choice for metal applications.  As once again 
mentioned in Table 1 of Chawla and Ha (2007), high frequency RFID tags are primarily passive, 
ranges are approximately one meter, and some applications include “smart cards [and] item 
tagging.”  Another application of HF RFID tags is in the aircraft industry, where a HF RFID tag 
was “encased in ceramic” and able to withstand conditions a typical jet engine would experience 
(Roberti, 2005). 
Again, there are instances of discrepancy among ranges.  Heurich (2009) found that LF 
RFID tags occasionally can outperform HF RFID tags in terms of maximum range, however HF 
RFID tags tend to have higher memory and “higher bit-rate transmission rate.”  Many of these 
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instances are again probably due to technological advancements and comparisons of products 
that may or may not have been compared against before. 
 
 Ultra high frequency (UHF) RFID tags. 
While reviewing literature, it became increasingly clear that ultra-high frequency RFID 
tags are the most talked about in literature and one of the most widely used tags in industry along 
with HF RFID.  Unlike high frequency and low frequency RFID tags, ultra high frequency RFID 
tags come in both active (Chawla & Ha, 2007; Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005) and passive 
(Brown, 2009; Chawla & Ha, 2007; Roberti, 2005; Wessel, 2007).   
Typical frequency ranges from Table 2 in Chawla and Ha (2007) are from 860 to 960 
MHz, and are considered “Far-Field Coupling” tags.  Goldman and Crawford (2003) give a 
much narrower range for UHF RFID tags, between 869 to 915 MHz.  In Goodrum, McLaren, 
and Durfee (2005), the active tags run in the 915 MHz range, while a 915 MHz passive tag was 
discussed in Roberti (2005).  Yet another study by Brown (2009) used 900 MHz UHF RFID 
tags.  Finally, Riley (2005) describes UHF RFID tag ranges between 850-950 MHz.  No major 
discrepancies were found suggesting the frequencies given by Chawla and Ha’s table are not 
collectively exhaustive. 
Typical ranges of passive UHF RFID tags by Chawla and Ha (2007) show four to five 
meters, however, many studies show ranges greater than five meters.  For example, Goldman and 
Crawford (2003) stated that passive UHF RFID tags can reach distances of up to 20 feet.  In 
Brown (2009), UHF RFID tags were able to be read at a staggering 60 feet, far exceeding the 
2007 estimates by Chawla and Ha.  Active tags have much greater ranges, depending on a great 
deal of variables.  Exact distances appear to be changing rapidly, therefore any range limit 
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proposed here will probably be increased within a short while.  In summary, it appears UHF 
RFID tags have superior range to their competitors, which has implications in applications such 
as supply chain (Chawla & Ha, 2007), tool and inventory tracking (Goodrum, McLaren, & 
Durfee, 2005), helicopter maintenance (Ellickson, 2006), and baggage handling (Riley, 2005). 
One serious drawback among UHF RFID tags is poor functionality near metallic objects 
(Chawla & Ha, 2007; Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005), however in the case of Goodrum, 
McLaren and Durfee, active tags were used, because the added power from the tags’ batteries 
allowed reads even with high amounts of metal present.  
 
 Microwave frequency RFID tags. 
Microwave frequency RFID tags are not as widely seen throughout literature, however 
they do play an important role in applications.  Typical frequency ranges from Table 1 in Chawla 
and Ha (2007) show approximately one meter range (with Table 2 indicating the ability for 
microwave RFID tags to be active or passive), while Goldman and Crawford (2003) show ranges 
up to six feet.  Regardless, it is clear that range is much more limited in these situations, and the 
same problem with metallic objects from UHF RFID tags also exists for microwave RFID tags 
(Chawla & Ha, 2007).  Typical frequencies given in Chawla and Ha (2007) are 2.4 to 2.5 GHz, 
while listed as 2.45 GHz by Goldman and Crawford (2003), indicating no discrepancies.  Typical 
applications of these RFID tags given by Table 2 of Chawla and Ha (2007) are “Electronic toll 
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RFID applications. 
There has been quite a significant amount of time to experiment with RFID technology 
since its original inception.  Over the course of the last 65 years, RFID technology has been used 
or proposed for construction (Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005), access control (Chawla & 
Ha, 2007), transportation payments (Chawla & Ha, 2007; Deal, 2004), security (Chawla & Ha, 
2007; Deal, 2004), livestock tracking (Chawla & Ha, 2007; Deal, 2004; O’Connor, 2008), health 
care (Chawla & Ha, 2007, Hosaka, 2004), consumer marketing (Karali, 2004), supply chain 
management and asset tracking (Brown, 2009; Chawla & Ha, 2007; Deal, 2004; Goodrum, 
McLaren, & Durfee, 2005; Karali, 2004; O’Connor, 2008), cell phones (Karali, 2004), baggage 
tracking in the airline industry (Riley, 2005), and helicopter and aircraft maintenance (Ellickson, 
2006; Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004; Roberti, 2005; Wessel, 2007), among many others.  
The primary focus of this section will cover aircraft maintenance work more specifically. 
 
 RFID applications and aircraft maintenance. 
Aircraft maintenance, in a number of ways, can be a subdivision of “asset tracking” and 
even “supply chain management” to a degree.  This is because many times, the parts used for 
aircraft are tagged and tracked throughout the hangar/inventory, as will be demonstrated shortly.  
The primary methods in which aircraft maintenance have been addressed in literature so far are 
by tagging individual parts such as the engines (Roberti, 2005), and even tools for the aircraft 
maintenance crew to more easily track their tools, thus reducing time spent on wasted labor 
(Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004). 
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 RFID tagging aircraft engines. 
In Roberti (2005), UHF RFID tags are used to tag jet engines.  The purpose is to use 
these tags to track jet engines through maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) operations.  The 
main problem with attaching RFID tags to parts such as jet engines is they get exceptionally hot 
– up to around 900 degrees Fahrenheit.  Main concerns of the MRO crew were whether or not 
RFID tags could not only survive those kinds of extreme high temperatures, but whether they 
could withstand the extreme vibrations of aircraft engines without failing or becoming corrupted.  
Tests were performed with a ceramic-encased tag (running HF RFID tags), which withstood the 
extreme temperatures found on jet engines.  Furthermore, more experiments from Boeing and 
FedEx resulted in tags that could not only survive the temperatures, but were not corrupted and 
“found no interference with the aircraft’s operation.”  If this could be implemented into jet 
engines, which experience extreme high temperatures, testing on extreme low temperatures (-60 
Fahrenheit) from high altitudes needed to be done.  Results for these low temperatures also 
showed tags exposed to these temperatures were able to survive as well (Roberti, 2005). 
Finally, it was inferred that RFID technology could be used on the interior of the aircraft, 
to maintain records of expiration date and help to check whether or not certain parts (like oxygen 
containers) are expired and need to be replaced, saving the maintenance crew the time of manual 
inspection (Roberti, 2005).  This would then translate to savings to the customer (Roberti, 2005).  
Similar inferences were given in Wessel (2007), which is discussed next. 
 
 RFID tagging other aircraft parts. 
In Wessel (2007), RFID technology is used in aircraft maintenance documents.  Because 
the documents associated with the aircraft components are typically accessed and manipulated 
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while the aircraft parts are undergoing repair, data is able to be accessed and recorded directly to 
the RFID tagged documents associated with the part, rather than the tag being located on the part 
itself.  This “reduc[es] the need for manual data entry,” which translates into savings from 
removing wasted labor (Wessel, 2007). 
Although the company in this article, Lufthansa Technik, was tagging individual 
documents, they eventually plan to tag the components themselves (which will cut down on yet 
more paper and physical tracking) (Wessel, 2007).  The biggest problem facing the decision to 
place tags directly on components is similar to what was found in Roberti (2005), in that tags 
need to survive extremely drastic weather and temperature conditions, as well as other tests that 
may be mandated for safety (in this case, fire, electromagnetic, etc).  By adding the tags to the 
documents, the company has already saved time by reducing manual updating, and eventually 
handheld RFID devices will be used to scan and update individual aircraft parts, which will 
contain important information such as its serial number.  Finally, as also mentioned in Roberti 
(2005), RFID tags will one day be implemented into the interior (cabin) to help track items that 
need inspected, or items that have expired, so they do not need to be manually checked every 
time.  There was also mention of the increased usefulness of RFID over bar codes, because dirt 
does not impact RFID tag readability (Wessel, 2007). 
 
 RFID tagging maintenance tools for MRO operations. 
In the paper “A Ubiquitous Computing Environment for Aircraft Maintenance” by 
Lampe, Strassner, and Fleisch (2004), tool tracking is employed using RFID technology.  
Estimates from Brown’s study (as cited in Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004) show $23,000 per 
hour loss when large commercial aircraft are grounded unexpectedly.  Therefore it is obvious 
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that speeding up maintenance times can drastically reduce costs.  Furthermore, Mecham’s study 
(as cited in Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004) show “mechanics spend 15-20% of their time 
with searching for tools or documentation.”  It is because of these reasons that RFID technology 
was chosen to be implemented into tool tracking, to help reduce time spent searching for tools 
and documentation, and to decrease the time of grounded commercial aircraft, effectively saving 
money (Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004). 
To implement RFID tags onto tools, it is important to understand how the tool system 
worked.  Mechanics needed to check their tools and mark their tools, check the correctness of the 
tools, and even cross check tools with a fellow worker on a frequent basis (Lampe, Strassner, & 
Fleisch, 2004).  Furthermore, tools lost while working on aircraft were required to be located 
before the aircraft was able to leave.  Specialized tools needed to be checked out and returned, 
which was a timely process as well, and some specialized tools needed to be checked to see if 
they were in stock by a bulky non-RFID system.  Because many of these tasks took several 
minutes, several hours, or several days, cutting down on time with a new system was a must 
(Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004).  
RFID tags were then installed on tools, and an RFID system was able to identify if all 
tools were located in each toolbox, identify whether or not specialized tools were checked out, 
and reducing the chances of a wrong tool appearing in a different toolbox (because the system 
will alert the mechanic that that particular tool does not belong there) (Lampe, Strassner, & 
Fleisch, 2004).  Because the RFID system could not locate tools and mechanics could be certain 
they did not have the wrong tools, or the tools were in their proper places, searching and 
checking for tools were no longer needed, and a great deal of time was saved by mechanics that 
could be spent working on grounded aircraft (Lampe, Strassner, & Fleisch, 2004). 
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Hangar of the Future 
Hangar of the Future is Purdue University’s initiative to “increase operational efficiency, 
safety, sustainability, and security by integrating state-of-the-art technologies into the highly 
archaic aviation aircraft maintenance environment” (“Hangar of the Future”, 2008).  Two 
primary pieces of work being done at Hangar of the Future include a “Mobile Booth Project” as 
well as the core of this study, the RFID project.  Other goals to be accomplished by the work 
done at Hangar of the Future include a highly automated work environment, improved quality, 
safety, and reliability, and furthermore the ability to “integrate all segments of the aerospace 
industry,” including many of the aforementioned usages previously discussed (“Hangar of the 
Future”, 2008).  Outside of these goals and projects, Hangar of the Future is relatively new, and 
it has only been recently that major work has begun to take form with the help of devoted 
graduate and undergraduate researchers.  Publications out of work done at Hangar of the Future 
include work done by Vlasman et al. (2009), discussing manpower planning, as well as 
presentations of current work at APICS, among others. 
 
Inventory Tracking 
Inventory tracking is closely tied to Supply Chain Management, as inventory tracking 
typically involves tracking a specific unit or units of inventory (items at a warehouse, factory, 
retail store, etc.) throughout the location in which it resides (Lummus & Vokurka, 1999).  This 
can also be a form of in-house logistics, as logistics is the “movement of physical goods from 
one location to another” (Lummus, Krumwiede, & Vokurka, 2001).  As a particular piece of 
inventory moves from one location to another, it may be tracked, hence “inventory tracking,” 
while the common word to describe the movement of that particular item is logistics.  It is easy 
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to see how they are very closely related.  As the item moves vertically from the supplier to the 
retailer, or throughout its “supply chain,” it may be important to track particular items for 
delivery and/or records purposes.  However, this is more related to logistics than inventory 
tracking, in particular.   
There are many methods in which to track inventory throughout a warehouse or any other 
storage point for inventory.  Firstly, as described above in Lampe, Strassner, and Fleisch (2004), 
tools and parts can be tracked using radio frequency identification throughout a maintenance 
facility.  This allows for workers to know where a particular tool or part is when they need it, and 
where their own tools are at if they have lost one.  Secondly, there are programs and models that 
can help a firm track inventory, such as the model proposed by Deng, Lu, Turkay, Gokhale, and 
Schmidt (2003).  This particular model allows for, among many other things, operators to track 
inventory “using GUI-based operator monitoring consoles” (Deng, Lu, Turkay, Gokhale, & 
Schmidt, 2003).  Yet another method for tracking inventory is keeping paper records of where 
inventory is located.  For example, when a box is moved to Room A, a worker would then make 
a paper note that the box has moved to Room A.  This method works better than no method at 
all, but the obvious drawbacks involve a large paper trail, as well as (in large warehouses) the 
problem with incorrect filing, losing the filing, or illegible handwriting among the many workers.  
Furthermore, if the item is marked in Room A, but is moved from Room A and isn’t filed with a 
paper tracking system, many hours may be spent looking for the item in Room A when it is not 
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Process Mapping 
Process mapping is “a workflow diagram to bring forth a clearer understanding of a 
process or series of parallel processes” (Ahoy, 1999).  In essence, a process map resembles that 
of a flow chart.  It is common to represent different actions, inputs, and outputs as a series of 
shapes with arrows connecting them based on a logical process flow.  For example, a rectangle 
indicates a task that is being executed, and a diamond is a decision box (Ahoy, 1999).  
Furthermore, it is appropriate to occasionally link steps further on in the process map back to 
previous steps, such as if there is a check on whether or not an activity occurred (which may 
require going back and reworking the process). 
Process mapping can take the form of “As-Is” and “To-Be” forms (Okrent & Vokurka, 
2004) for “business process reengineering” and implementation into ERP systems.  The “As-Is” 
model represents the current state of operations.  The “To-Be” model represents the proposed 
future state of operations. 
The importance of the “As-Is” model is to have a clear visual understanding of the 
processes that a parcel or a person must go through from the inception of the process to the finish 
of the project so that it is possible to realize locations where improvements can be made.  This is 
also known as removing “non-value added work” (Okrent & Vokurka, 2004). 
The “To-Be” model is important to create improvements in a certain process.  For 
example, in Okrent and Vokurka’s process (2004), it is to improve the ERP system currently in 
place.  People working on a “To-Be” process will create an “idealized process” on paper and 
work to formalize that into a more reasonable way (see Okrent and Vokurka’s explanation for 
more information). 
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Another article on business process reengineering using process mapping is by 
Aldowaisan and Gaafar (1999), which uses mathematical formulations and linear programming 
with process mapping to solve their business needs.  While most of the mathematics are outside 
of the scope of this project, it is important to understand that process mapping is used by many 
businesses and firms to visually understand the processes currently in place and to improve them. 
 
Methodology of Literature Review 
Literature review was conducted using databases such as ProQuest, Purdue’s Academic 
Search Premier, Google Scholar, and RFID Journal, as well as articles taken from the 
compilation being collected at Hangar of the Future.  Common keywords entered during the 
literature review included “RFID tags,” “Passive RFID tags,” “Active RFID tags,” “Inventory 
tracking,” “RFID applications,” “RFID Aircraft maintenance,” “Hangar of the Future,” “RFID 
frequencies,” “RFID databases,” “RFID tool tracking,” “RFID frequency metal issues,” “RFID 
passive tags metal,” and various other combinations and related words.  After twelve potential 
articles were selected, each were carefully read through to understand the impacts and 
implications of each article.  A sentence summary for every few paragraphs was written off to 
the side as personal notes to be used in cross referencing literature at a later time. 
Once all articles were summarized and organized, the literature review process begun.  
As different sections fell into place from the literature review, and as the literature review was 
planned out into its individual sections, it became clear more literature was needed to 
successfully cover all necessary topics.  More articles were located using the databases and 
methods above.  After about twenty articles were located, it became clear that most pertinent 
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sections of the literature could be covered, and detailed writing began, bringing in a few more 
articles as individual points needed to be made. 
One useful technique to review the literature occurred by individually color-coding 
different sections of different articles using highlighters, and making sticky notes relating certain 
aspects of one article to certain aspects of another.  Summaries overall were written on the first 
page in a couple of sentences.  A master list containing articles matching their necessary 
information (for example, usages of RFID as the largest example) was made after labeling all of 
the articles from 1 to X, with X being 17 at the time of creation for that particular section 
(although it obviously expanded later).  From here, all applications of RFID technology were 
extracted from the papers and listed onto an individual sheet of paper.  Each article’s number 
was written next to its corresponding usage of RFID, so as to cite multiple sources for each 
particular usage of RFID.  This was used on a few occasions and helped organize the flow and 
credibility of the literature review. 
 
Procedures Employed 
 This section will cover the approach, the unit of measurement of the study, how the data 
will be collected, and the detailed methodology of the study.  The data collection/methodology is 
outlined numerically and explained.  Finally, the instrumentation being used in this study will be 
listed within the data collection.  It was determined a sample approach was necessary to 
accurately represent frequently used tools and parts in an aircraft maintenance setting.  Having 
the researcher select the tools and parts would decrease the rigor and not be as accurate of an 
example of actual maintenance operations. 
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Methodology and Data Collection 
The method of data collection was broken down in these steps: 
1) Gain access to Supply Chain Lab 
This requires acquiring a key (from the building deputy) to the Supply Chain Lab to 
access the Alien RFID system. 
2) Obtain process map for Hangar 6 from Denver Lopp 
A process map created by Denver Lopp’s class of the entire MRO process at Hangar 6, 
this was the beginning point of locating inefficiencies in the system with tool and parts 
usage. 
3) Extract section of process map dealing with aircraft inventory and tool tracking from 
process map 
One step in the large process map was labeled “Get any Special Tools from Crib.”  It was 
decided that this one step would be broken down into great detail with the help of Todd 
Brewer, Inventory Manager of Hangar 6.  Results of breaking down this step can be seen 
in Figure 18 in the Findings section.  The unit of measurement was the reduction of steps 
from the old process to the new process after automation from RFID was added.  There 
should be fewer steps involved using RFID, and walking through an RFID-enabled 
gateway should be faster than walking through a non-RFID enabled gateway and then 
filling out paperwork, especially for parts inventory (see 4.4).  Each measurement was for 
individual items with individual tags, rather than large groups of items with one tag.  
Therefore, there was one tag per tool or item, and each of them had the ability to be 
tracked and measured accordingly.    
4) Check process map with Todd Brewer or other maintenance workers for accuracy 
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After the current process was explained by Todd Brewer, it was placed into a process 
map in PowerPoint 2010, and validated with Todd for accuracy.  The population in this 
study involved the aircraft maintenance workers from Hangar 6 at Purdue University’s 
airport (should this be implemented in the future).  However, maintenance workers were 
not used to perform various tasks with the new process using RFID.  This was instead 
tested by the researcher conducting this study. 
5) Analyze process map for inefficient manual processes 
The process was then analyzed for inefficiencies that could be fixed with RFID 
automation.  The most obvious answer was the searching for lost parts and missing tools.   
6) Design ways to automate manual processes with RFID 
The new hypothetical process map was then created with RFID automation in mind, 
eliminating the need to search for parts without a set location it could be located in. 
7) Become familiar with RFID software 
This step simply required learning how to program tags and read them accordingly. 
8) Using a convenience Pareto analysis (through asking which tools are most commonly 
used), borrow commonly used tools/inventory from Hangar 6 
Items and tools selected for the research needed to be commonly used items and/or parts, 
and conducive to tagging.  Those items did not require random sampling, as the 
methodology for most parts and tools typically require the same steps to other tools and 
parts that may be selected.  Furthermore, asking maintenance workers in the hangar 
which tools are most commonly used (convenience Pareto analysis) was more 
representative of reality than a random sampling of some parts that may be used very 
infrequently. 
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9) Bring tools/inventory parts to Supply Chain Lab 
This is also known as the “testing” phase, where tools and parts were brought to the 
RFID reader to be tagged and scanned.  Instruments used in this research included the 
following: 
• Alien ALR-9800 915MHz UHF RFID reader 
• Alien ALL-9460-02 tags and “Squiggle” tags 
• Insulated Styrofoam mediums of 1 cm and 1.83cm for the “Squiggle” and ALL-
9460-02 tags, respectively 
• Standard Purdue HP desktop computer 
• Alien RFID software 
• Common tools and specialized tools and aircraft parts, selected by Hangar 6 
maintenance workers based on convenience and Pareto analysis 
10) Tag parts with UHF RFID tags 
“Squiggle” tags or ALL-9460-02 tags were used on tools according to need and 
readability. 
11) Code the tags appropriately 
Tags were temporarily coded with random hexadecimal numbers for easy verification.  
No specific naming or coding schemes were used, except picture coding for the final 
tests. 
12) Test that they work in RFID tunnel 
This involves placing the tools in the RFID tunnel to see if they read.  Various different 
angles, distances from the metal, and the usages of insulated medium or no insulated 
medium were tested on each part. 
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13) RFID-enable “name badge” 
Programming a name badge tag allowed the researcher to determine if the reader could 
read the person going through the RFID tunnel along with the tool at the same time. 
14) Run name badge along with tools/inventory through RFID readers 
As stated above, this proves that the RFID system can read a person and a tool at the 
same time for data logging purposes. 
15) Log information using RFID software in a readable manner 
This step involved writing down results of the readability of various configurations.  Data 
could not be logged into a database, therefore there were no “check in” and “check out” 
results that could be obtained using a set database in the future. 
16) Return tools and inventory parts to maintenance personnel 
It was important to return the tools to the maintenance personnel as quickly as possible to 
develop trust and cooperation between the researcher and the maintenance crew. 
17) Rewrite new process map with RFID-enabled automation 
The hypothetical process map mentioned in step 6 was then finalized into Figure 19 in 
the Findings section. 
18) Verify there are less steps involved 
There were four defined steps and an undefined step in the previous process, and only 
three in the new process. 
19) Begin writing conclusion/results 
See Appendix A for a brief illustration of the methodology if it were to be implemented in 
the future.  More is detailed in the “Recommendations” section at the end. 
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Findings and Discussion 
Findings for the research project are broken down by subject matter.  These include the 
section on RFID testing, section of the research pertaining to creating an original process map, 
and the newly created process map. 
 
RFID Testing of Aircraft Tools and Parts 
Many of the tools tested occurred from similar work performed by the researcher in 
preliminary testing.  Primarily aircraft parts were tested in that study, including an aircraft 
landing gear door, a bleed air tube from a jet, and a black box.  Findings indicate placing a 
passive RFID tag of either the “Squiggle” (ALN-9640) or the ALL-9460-02 tag directly on a 
metallic (conductive) surface prevents read.  Also, when a tag is placed enclosed in metal, as was 
done when the tags were inserted into the bleed air tube, no response is recorded.  This is 
hypothesized to be due to something similar to a “Faraday’s Cage.”   
Other options to get tags to read in this experiment included: 
• Taping the tag to the metal 
• Taping the tag to hang off of the metal parts 
• Creating an insulated medium between the metal and the tag 
• Keeping certain parts of the tag away from the metal 
The best results were obtained through an insulated medium of Styrofoam of 1.83 
centimeters thick, placed anywhere on the outside of a metal surface, and adhered in a fashion of 
non-conductive adhesive such as masking tape.  Hanging the tag off the side by masking tape 
worked well, but it can snag or be ripped off much easier.  Furthermore, the tags worked better 
when faced with the larger surface area directly towards the readers.  In all instances, the parts 
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worked when using insulated mediums, however the black box was reading an irregular signal 
(which was later determined to be a tag hidden near the reader in an obscure location). 
A summary of all tools and parts tested can be found in Table 2 below.  The first set of 
four are the originally tested aircraft parts, the second set of four are the specialized tools used by 
maintenance workers on inspection plans, and the third set of four are commonly found tools and 




Further testing was done on specialized and common aircraft maintenance tools, 
including a pneumatic hose adapter, a spark plug tray, a magneto checker, diagonal wire cutters, 
and a torque wrench.  Images of these tools can be seen below in Figures 2a through 2e. 
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Figure 2.  From left (Figure 2a) to right (Figure 2e):  Pneumatic hose adapter, spark plug 
tray, torque wrench, magneto checker, diagonal wire cutter 
 
Various configurations were tested on each of the tools, similar to before.  The RFID 
“Squiggle” tag was used alongside the ALL-9460-02 tag with insulated Styrofoam mediums of 
approximately 1 centimeter and 1.83 centimeters respectively.  The ALL-9460-02 seemed to 
work the best for most tools during the testing, so the most testing was done using this tag. 
The most convenient location to place the ALL-9460-02 tag was directly on the front of 
it, as can be seen in Figure 3 below.  The torque wrench was initially tested without the use of 
the insulated medium, whereas the tag produced no reads.  Next, the tag was elevated by the 
insulated Styrofoam medium, placed directly on top of it with the adhesive on the underside of 
the tag.  The Styrofoam medium was placed on the tool using masking tape.  Testing inside the 
RFID tunnel gave positive results, as the tag was read every time.  Figure 4 below shows the 
torque wrench fitted with the insulated medium being held in the RFID tunnel.  Figure 5 gives an 
example of the “Squiggle” tag being used while hanging off the edge of the torque wrench, 
which did not consistently read.  It was here where the hidden tag was discovered from the 
previous experiments and moved far away from the RFID tunnel so as to not give confounding 
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results.  As the torque wrench did not appear to have any better location in which to place the 
tag, it was presumed the optimal location would be directly on the front. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Torque wrench fitted with ALL-9460-02 tag without insulated Styrofoam 




Figure 4.  Torque wrench fitted with ALL-9460-02 tag with insulated Styrofoam medium 
inside RFID tunnel. 
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Figure 5.  Torque wrench fitted with “Squiggle” tag without insulated Styrofoam 
medium inside RFID tunnel.  Notice the tag hanging off the edge.  Results were variable, but 
generally negative. 
 
The next tool tested was the pneumatic hose adapter, first tested with the “Squiggle tag” 
and finally with the ALL-9460-02 tag.  The tag was originally wrapped around one end of the 
pneumatic hose adapter, as seen in Figure 6 below.  There was an occasional blip of tag read, but 
overall it was not reliable.  Again, this is attributed to the tag being located on a non-insulated 
medium.  The presumed reason for occasional reads is because the tag was being held against the 
tool by hand and was not held on uniformly by any adhesive.  When the tool was tested with a 
non-insulated medium, it worked, but it was very cumbersome with the ALL-9460-02 tag.  The 
“Squiggle” tag worked better for this particular application as it was able to fit along the long 
side of the tool just fine and still read appropriately without hanging perpendicularly off the 
edge. 
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Figure 6.  Pneumatic hose adapter with ALL-9460-02 tag hand-wrapped around it.  
Results were variable, but generally negative. 
 
The spark plug tray tested next.  Various configurations were used with the ALL-9460-02 
tag, including on the underside of the tray, on both sides, on the top of it, and inside of the tray 
itself.  Using the tag directly on the metal produced the common result of no reads, while using 
the insulated medium produced reads in all configurations except inside of the spark plug tray.  
This is again hypothesized as a similar effect to a “Faraday’s Cage.”  Figure 7 below shows the 
situation in which no reads occurred regardless of an insulated medium.  Fortunately, it does not 
make sense to place the tag within the spark plug tray, as it would get in the way of holding the 
spark plugs.  Placing the tag on the bottom was not an option, as well as placing the tag on top 
(as it would block the entrance of the spark plugs).  Therefore, it is determined the optimal place 
to put the tag is on the side, where it is out of the way and worked when tested.  In this 
configuration, the tag is out of the way of the spark plugs and does not throw off the balance of 
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the spark plug tray because the tag is very light.  This optimal configuration can be seen in 
Figure 8 below. 
 
 
Figure 7.  ALL-9460-02 tag placed inside spark plug tray.  Results were negative 
regardless of insulated medium, due to being surrounded by metal. 
 
 
Figure 8.  ALL-9460-02 tag placed on side of spark plug tray with insulated Styrofoam 
medium.  Results were all positive, as a read occurred every time. 
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The next tool tested was the diagonal wire cutters.  For this case, due to the size of the 
wire cutters, it did not make sense to use the larger ALL-9460-02 tag (which would completely 
engulf the tag), therefore the smaller “Squiggle” tag was used.  The tag was affixed to the rubber 
handles of the tool, but the RFID reader picked up signal only for a brief instant.  The tag was 
then hung from the end of the handle, similar to what was seen in Figure 5, and the tag strangely 
did not appear to pick up a signal.  Placing an insulated medium of Styrofoam with the 
“Squiggle” tag worked, but it made the tool very cumbersome.  There did not appear to be a very 
clear solution that incorporates both usability of the tool with usability of the RFID system for 
this particular tool, unless a keychain-like RFID tag were to be fashioned.  It was originally 
believed the rubber handle would provide enough insulation between the metal and the tag for 
tag reads, but this test proved otherwise.  Figure 9 below shows the “Squiggle” tag affixed to the 
handle (which partially read), and Figure 10 shows the tag hanging off the edge of the handle 
(which did not work). 
 
 
Figure 9.  “Squiggle” tag placed on handle of tool without Styrofoam.  Occasional reads. 
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Figure 10.  “Squiggle” tag hung off end of tool without Styrofoam.  No reads. 
 
Testing on the magneto checker was done on parts of the device that were presumed to 
have the best readability, similar to the spark plug tray.  The sides, underside, and top of the tool 
were tested for readability, first with a “Squiggle” tag hanging off the side (which resulted in 
reads), and with the insulated Styrofoam medium and the ALL-9460-02 tag (all of which 
resulted in successful reads).  Fortunately, this device gave no troubles, despite the wires 
wrapped around it.  Figures 11 and 12 show the “Squiggle” tag hanging off the edge of the 
magneto checker and the ALL-9460-02 with insulated Styrofoam medium affixed to the top of 
the magneto checker, respectively.  Figure 12 especially gives a good visual representation of the 
thicknesses of the Styrofoam both for the ALL-9460-02 tag and the “Squiggle” tag.   
 
 
Figure 11.  “Squiggle” tag hung off end of magneto checker without Styrofoam.  
Successful reads. 




Figure 12.  ALL-9460-02 tag affixed to top of magneto checker with insulated Styrofoam 
medium, resulting in successful reads. 
 
 Next, four different non-specialized tools were tested for readability, given their own tag 
programming code, and given their own image to discern between different items.  The goal was 
to test these tools as well as test multiple tools going through the RFID tunnel at once.  For the 
purposes of the experiment, the tools were assigned random codes (in an actual aircraft 
maintenance setting, an organized hexadecimal-based nomenclature would need to be created for 
tool tracking), but the images were assigned based on what tool was used.  The four tools 
included were a flashlight, a large flathead screwdriver, a fuel plate from a Boeing 727, and a 
pair of protective earphones. 
 Because it was apparent from previous experiments that tools would need an insulated 
medium in order to work on metal, the insulated Styrofoam medium was brought back with the 
ALL-9460-02 tag to test on the fuel plate.  It was tried on the bottom of the fuel plate, on the top 
of the fuel plate, hidden next to metal extrusions on the fuel plate, and even on the fuel gauge 
itself and the base of the fuel gauge.  In every instance there was a strong read from the tag.  
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When the tag was flipped upside down to where the tag was against the metal, there was no read, 
further confirming that the passive UHF RFID tags do not work directly against metal.  Figure 




Figure 13.  Fuel plate with ALL-9460-02 RFID tag in a working configuration. 
 
 
Figure 14.  ALL-9460-02 tag on fuel plate in a non-working configuration.  Note the tag 
is upside down against the metal. 
 
The flathead screwdriver was tested next.  Because there was no good way to attach a tag 
without burden to the flathead screwdriver, an ALL-9460-02 tag was affixed to it via masking 
tape only.  This resulted in a tag read.  Another option would be a “Squiggle” tag affixed to the 
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shaft of the screwdriver on the insulated Styrofoam medium, as the tag directly against the metal 
will not work.  However, it is still burdensome, just as it would have been for the diagonal wire 
cutters tested before.  An image of the tag hanging off of the flathead screwdriver can be seen 
below in Figure 15. 
 
 
Figure 15.  ALL-9460-02 tag attached via masking tape, resulting in successful reads. 
 
Following the testing of the screwdriver and the fuel plate, four different ALL-9460-02 
tags were programmed with number images 1 through 4.  They still maintained their 
hexadecimal coding, but the program was now set to show an image of each of those four 
numbers as the objects passed through the reader.  Affixing a tag to each of the items via duct 
tape (exactly as Figure 15 shows) resulted in a positive read for each tool and part as it was 
walked slowly through the RFID tunnel.  Furthermore, when all four items were set in front of 
the reader, all four images appeared at the exact same time.  Taking this one step further, an 
image resembling each of the tools was used instead of numbers 1 through 4, so that as each part 
passed through the RFID tunnel, an image of that part would appear on the Alien software 
screen.  Placing all four images in the RFID tunnel showed an image of all four parts on the 
screen at once, as can be seen in Figure 16.  Figure 17 shows what appeared in the Alien 
software at the time of the reads. 
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Figure 16.  ALL-9460-02 tags attached via masking tape to protective earphones, 




Figure 17.  On-screen image of Alien software displaying the different items that are 
being read by the RFID reader.  The presence of the thick green bars means very strong readings. 
 
Holding either one of the tools along with the RFID-enabled name badge while walking 
through the RFID tunnel provided successful reads.  In order for this to be successful, the RFID 
tags must not be blocked by hands, otherwise the signal could be interrupted.  Initial testing 
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resulted in negative results due to interference from hands.  Therefore, it is suggested to walk at a 
casual place while holding the RFID-enabled tool with the tag towards the reader while passing 
through the tunnel.  Making sure the badge is not hidden or enclosed in metal also aids in the 
“check out” or “check in” processes as well (name badge suggested in the typical place a name 
badge is worn, attached to the shirt on the chest). 
 
Process Chart – “Before” Process 
The original process chart for Hangar 6 at Purdue University’s airport was created by 
Denver Lopp and several graduate students in a graduate level course.  This process chart was 
made to take into account the entire aircraft maintenance operation, up to and including 
information pertaining to this research.  It began with the maintenance supervisors walking in the 
door when they arrived at Hangar 6 through the time they left to go home.  From this process 
chart, the section dealing with locating tools to do work on the aircraft maintenance tasks was 
extracted and broken down further, as can be seen in Appendix B (Appendix C gives an easier to 
read breakdown of the overall Hangar 6 MRO).  What is seen as one step in the large process 
chart can be broken down into several steps in the new process chart.  The new process chart 
does, however, include a few steps from the larger process chart, but the new process chart is 
intended to capture the entire process of tool tracking is shown in the outlined process in 
Appendix B. 
Interviewing Todd Brewer (Inventory Manager) at Purdue University’s Hangar 6 
concerning the tool checkout and inventory process at Hangar 6 gave the process chart seen in 
Figure 18.  A typical maintenance worker begins the process by locating their own personal 
toolbox, and rolls it out to the aircraft they are assigned to work on.  Next they check the 
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inspection paperwork to see what it is they must do on the aircraft.  If the paperwork is not at the 
aircraft, they must check the job board, and print the paperwork if it is not there (followed by 
placing it in the binder).  They will then read the paperwork for pertinent information and begin 
the inspection of the aircraft.  Throughout the inspection, they will use tools as necessary.  This 
may include going to retrieve tools that are not within the personal tool kit (including a torque 
wrench, magneto checker, etc.) as the come up in the inspection.  Brewer made it clear that 
maintenance workers typically do not get all the tools they need for the inspection from the 
specialized tool shelves before beginning work on the inspection plans (PIPs, or “progressive 
inspection plans”).  If the tool is not found at the inventory room for tools, the maintenance 
worker will then ask a coworker where they last saw the tool.  They will proceed around the 
hangar until a coworker can point the maintenance worker in the right direction.  If nobody 
knows where the tool is, they will check all around the hangar, including previously worked on 
aircraft, for the tool.  This can become quite burdensome, especially after an aircraft has already 
left the hangar.  If the tool still has not been located, there is no defined method in which to 
proceed from there.  However, if the tool was found in any of those steps, they will go back to 
the aircraft and continue to work on the aircraft.  As the tools are used, they are set on the tool 
cart and put away at the end of the inspection.  If the tool will be used for another inspection 
shortly, or if it is a very common tool, it will be left out in the hangar rather than put away.  
Otherwise, the tools will be returned to the inventory room for specialized tools.  This is where 
the process typically ends.  See Figure 18 below for a diagram of the described process. 
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Figure 18.  Current process of tool usage and tracking at Hangar 6. 
 
Process Chart – “After” Process 
The proposed new process utilizing RFID can be seen in Figure 19.  Most of the process 
remains the same, with the exception of searching for tools and parts, which is now dominated 
by utilizing a computerized system to locate where the tool was last seen.  While this type of 
database was not created for this research, it would effectively describe to maintenance workers 
where the part was last seen so it could be located accordingly.  If a maintenance worker knows 
that it was last seen in the inventory room, the maintenance worker does not have to go through 
the process of checking with other coworkers, checking around the large hangars and the tool 
carts, and especially the process of checking previously worked on aircraft that may or may not 
already be in flight by students.  Notice the elimination of the outlined four defined steps of 
“looking” for parts, including an undefined area of looking for the parts (where no real process 
occurs), to a three-process procedure of using a database to automatically show what room the 
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tool was last seen in.  There are no more undefined steps, because if all doorways are RFID-
enabled, one would always know where that part was last. 
 
Figure 19.  Proposed new process of tool usage and tracking at Hangar 6. 
 
 This process is assuming a passive RFID system with the Alien ALR-9800 readers.  
Passive tags have much less range than an active system, therefore the process map cannot 
include a way to track exactly where the tag is at the present time.  It can only tell the 
maintenance worker which RFID-enabled doorway the tool last passed through.  From there, the 
maintenance worker still must check that room for the tool, but the worker now has a guided area 
in which to look instead of the entire facility. 
 The testing of thirteen different tools and parts proved that there is indeed a way to get 
them all to work, with some more convenient and less obtrusive than others.  Tagging the most 
used specialized tools that are not a part of a maintenance worker’s toolbox would make the most 
sense due to the fact that they are used by more than one individual and may travel all over the 
place, out of sight of the original borrower.  This system allows these tools, if lost, to be found in 
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a more rapid, convenient manner, which ultimately saves lost aircraft maintenance worker time 
and ultimately money. 
One key finding at Hangar 6 is there is no clear paper trail for tool check out.  It is still 
possible that other larger MROs do indeed use a paper trail.  Larger maintenance operations may 
use a metal token system seen in Lampe, Strassner, and Fleisch (2004), which is still unwieldly 
and complicated for all parties involved, but this is not the case at Hangar 6 due to the smaller 
size and it is typically not needed among such a small staff where the tool generally does not 
travel far.  However, after interviewing Brewer, one of the bigger inefficiencies in the aircraft 
maintenance process is locating tools and parts.  Brewer expressed interest in some sort of 
inventory or tool tracking in the future after all the new changes occurring at Hangar 6 have 
finally settled, specifically two-dimensional tracking which would be plausible under an active 
RFID system (see Recommendations).   
 
Summary 
Summarized findings are as follows: 
1)  Metal parts and tools work with an insulated medium of Styrofoam in between the 
tag and the metal surface. 
2) All tools and parts tested in this study were made to work. 
3) The larger ALL-9460-02 tags worked overall better than the “Squiggle” tags, 
however there were instances where the “Squiggle” tags made more sense to use, 
such as on smaller tools like the diagonal wire cutters. 
4) Multiple tools can be scanned while walked through the reader at once, including 
with the RFID-enabled name badge. 
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5) Tools can be programmed with images so a worker can walk through the RFID tunnel 
and verify that the tool has been “checked out,” provided a database is set up to 
accommodate “check in” and “check out” situations. 
6) Because Hangar 6 is small, it may not benefit as greatly as a large MRO (such as a 
Boeing facility) which may cover many times as much area. 
7) The process chart can be simplified from a semi-organized way to search for tools to 
a “go here to find it” situation, provided a database exists to log the information. 
 
Conclusions 
This study’s primary purpose was to reduce the amount of steps in the current 
maintenance worker’s process and increase tracking efficiency of tools and parts.  To do this, 
aircraft parts and tools were RFID-enabled, using a Styrofoam insulated medium to improve the 
efficiency of reads on conductive (metal) objects.  This resulted in successful tag reads of all 
tools and parts used during the research.  An RFID-enabled database was not programmed 
during this research, but would be essential to keep track of the parts so that maintenance 
workers and other users could access it and determine where a tool or part was located.  This 
would require the purchase of expensive database software, which would ultimately complete the 
entire proof-of-concept.  Key points to take out of this research are that tools and parts can 
successfully be tagged with a passive UHF RFID tag, and successfully read either individually or 
in groups, including with an RFID-enabled name badge attached to a worker’s shirt.  
Furthermore, with the implementation of a database, tracking of tools and parts is essentially 
reduced in the number of steps it takes to perform.  Rather than asking coworkers where the tool 
was last found, searching those locations, searching other locations if the tool was not found 
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there, and even in last case scenarios searching the aircraft themselves, the RFID-enabled tools 
with the database can tell the maintenance worker exactly which room the tool was last spotted 
in, eliminating the need to look across the entire facility.  Because all of the tools used in this 
experiment were able to work on metallic objects, it is implied that all tools of appropriate size 
could be tagged and should work as well.  Utilizing the results of this research with a RFID-
capable database, provided the funding exists, should yield positive results complete with time 
saving and increased visibility and organization beyond what this research alone could provide. 
 
Recommendations 
Many new potential points of study came out of this research that can be studied in the 
future, given the funding and resources.  These include the following: 
• A database for tracking entering and exiting tools and parts 
• Usage of an active RFID system 
• Implementation of this work into a larger MRO 
• Better and more portable RFID equipment 
• Time study with maintenance worker involvement 
• Nomenclature for inventory tracking system 
• Research on additional insulating materials outside of Styrofoam 
• RFID tags that work with metal 
• System to remember to place tags back on tools if tag must be taken off 
• Robustness testing of RFID tags in high heat or covered in oils/grease 
• Calibration and logging system in aforementioned database 
• Usage of an RFID-enabled “Smart Cart” 
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• System suggestion as seen in Appendix A 
• Distance testing for successful reads and incorrect reads 
Most useful to this project would be a database that can keep track of both tools coming 
into certain rooms and leaving those rooms as well.  For example, if a tool were to be taken from 
the inventory shelves and brought into Hangar 6’s workshop, the database would be able to 
record it was taken into the hangar.  Three days later, if a different maintenance worker needed 
that tool and could not find it in its normal location, they can consult the database, find where the 
tool was last seen, go to that room or location and find it.  This is the new process, whereas the 
old process would essentially include asking where it went from everybody and hunting it down 
within the entire facility.  It is obvious that having an electronic “pointer finger” could save time 
and ultimately money lost through inefficiency. 
Another recommendation for the future is to acquire an active RFID system.  This would 
allow for tools to be tracked for much greater distances and even to tell the database that it is still 
in the room.  Currently, if a passive tag is on a tool, and that tool is in the middle of the hangar, it 
is outside of the passive tag’s effective range.  If the tag was active, it would still be pinged by 
the reader, and the maintenance worker would know for certain the tool is in the hangar.  All the 
worker would need to do is locate it within that room.  This would work for smaller items, but 
the fact that active tags are much larger and more expensive may make smaller tools like the 
diagonal wire cutters and small screwdrivers outside of the realms of tagging (Chawla & Ha, 
2007; Ellickson, 2006; Goodrum, McLaren, & Durfee, 2005).  An possible example of the 
processes undergone with an active system can be seen below in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20.  Proposed new process of tool usage and tracking at Hangar 6 if an active 
RFID system were in place. 
 
Implementing the results of this study with a programmed database would be more 
beneficial in a large MRO.  Usage in Hangar 6 may not be worth the return on the investment 
due to how small the facility is (and there are not many locations to check for tools compared to 
a large MRO for Boeing).  It is suggested to implement the results of this study after 
programming a database into a larger MRO to check for its significance and its return on 
investment.  Calculating a return on investment for Hangar 6 may be worth the time if 
implementation of the RFID system becomes plausible (requiring appropriate funding and 
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adequate equipment).  It was proven that a large variety of tools and parts can be tagged and read 
by a reader in this research.  All that remains is taking these tags that are being read and storing 
the information. 
Better and more portable equipment in future experiments would allow for a more 
rigorous research.  Because there were no other operational RFID readers to use, the Alien 
system in Purdue’s Supply Chain Lab became the only place for testing.  There was no easy and 
reliable way to pack up the equipment and bring it out to Hangar 6, so all testing had to be set up 
as if the room were a mock doorway.  An entire semester was spent trying to get two different 
portable Motorola RFID systems working, but to no avail.  With adequate funding, a new 
operational system could be purchased, dramatically reducing set up and maintenance times on 
the RFID systems and providing much-needed technical support if problems occur with it. 
The primary time study of this research was implied through reduction of steps and a 
system that could automatically tell a user where the tool or part was last seen.  Creating a 
situation (again presuming a database was set up and able to keep track of where things were) for 
maintenance workers to actually test the system, while timed, in various different situations 
might give an idea of time differences between old steps and new steps.  Multiply this time 
difference by the amount of times on average a maintenance worker searches for a tool, and 
calculate with that the median pay a maintenance worker makes per hour, and one can get the 
idea of how much money per year is saved by the implementation of an RFID tracking system in 
Hangar 6. 
Furthermore, some sort of nomenclature would need to be made with the inventory 
system.  It is recommended that for the various different shelves of inventory tools located in 
Hangar 6, each part should be tagged and programmed according to a code indicating which 
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cabinet it goes in.  For example, the farthest cabinet on the left can be labeled A010 for the first 
four digits, and the one immediately next to it can be named A020, all the way up to the end.  
After A090, the code A100 can be used, all the way up to A990 if needed (although the cabinets 
would take up the entire hangar).  For the tools themselves, the second set of hexadecimal 
numbers could be named accordingly, from top left of the cabinet to bottom right.  For example, 
the third cabinet’s top left tool could be named A030 0001, whereas the bottom right one 
(assuming 57 parts in the cabinet) could be A030 0057, followed by any additional codes 
thereafter.  This can be up to maintenance workers as to how they would like to code the tags, or 
whether they want to set it up in a picture format as was done in Figure 18. 
For tools that are used for certain PIPs (Progressive Inspection Plans, of which there are 
five for the new Cirrus SR20 aircraft), another code could be added near the end, perhaps 1000 
through 5000, indicating which progressive inspection plan the tools are specific to.  If they are 
used in multiple PIPs, a different code could be used, such as 9000 indicating it’s a multi-use 
tool. 
More research on additional insulating materials acting as a buffer between the metal and 
the tag could be useful in cost effectiveness.  Furthermore, thicknesses which provide adequate 
signal while not being too bulky would be useful information as well.  This research used 
exceedingly large blocks of Styrofoam so as to prove the tags could be read, but additional 
research can provide the required minimum amount needed to be read (which would be useful if 
a system such as this would be implemented on a large scale to save on costs for Styrofoam).  
Two possible materials may be cardboard or rubber.  A very expensive material named Aerogel 
would make for interesting research, as there is a general lack of literature indicating whether or 
not this ultra-light material is plausible with RFID. 
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Recommended research on passive UHF tags that supposedly work on metal may aid in a 
permanent, potentially less-bulky solution to the Styrofoam insulated medium used in this 
research.  Tags exist that are supposed to work on metal, but no research was done during this 
experiment on these tags.  This may have a great impact on especially small parts, like the 
diagonal wire cutters or even smaller tools.  Other proposed methods of getting tools to work on 
metal surfaces would include key ring-like tags that hang off of the tag in a much more study 
manner than the masking tape used in this experiment.  Getting these to work with all tools may 
prove to be quite a challenge. 
A potential system that may work if the tags need to be removed for tool usage (such as 
in the case of the diagonal wire cutters due to their poor positioning on the tool) would be 
painting a green rectangle or square on the part of the tool that the tag belongs and placing the 
tag on top of it.  When the tag needs to be removed, pull it off and set it on a laminated sheet 
which is outlined with which tool tag goes in which location.  After the maintenance worker is 
done with the tool, they will see the green rectangle and know that a tag must be placed back on 
the tool.  The maintenance worker will look at the laminated layout, find the tag that is labeled 
on the laminated sheet, pick up the tag and place it back on the tool.  This organized system 
would prevent tags from getting mixed up between the different tools.  In the event that they get 
mixed up, a maintenance worker would only need to bring the tag over to a reader not hooked up 
to the database, hold it in front of the reader so an image of what tool it goes to comes up, and 
place it back onto the tool.  This allows the worker to always know which tag goes on which 
tool, and to maintain the tags on the tools when they are in motion or not in use. 
In an aircraft maintenance setting, there is often large amounts of fluids being replaced, 
drained, or added.  Testing RFID tags that are coated in these different oils or fluids would be 
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monumental for tools that are most likely to get oil or fluids on them.  If tags do not work 
covered in oil, special care would need to be taken to avoid oil contact with tags, which may or 
may not qualify those tools to be tagged in the first place.  Due to a variety of factors, this was 
not plausible to test during this experiment. 
Further data that could be added to a database, as discussed in Section 1 and 3, would 
include tool calibrations and equipment logging.  Torque wrenches must be calibrated and 
therefore the database could keep track of usage statistics that tell the maintenance workers when 
the tool must be calibrated, rather than the disorganized system currently in place.  This would 
improve safety and reliability of aircraft, which are commonly considered paramount in the 
aircraft industry. 
Currently, the Hangar of the Future contains a “Smart Cart,” which is an RFID-enabled 
cart, similar to a tool cart or an aircraft parts cart.  One suggested option of this cart outside of its 
typical duties of shuttling tools and parts could be a tracking device (especially for an active 
system).  If a tool has become lost in a facility and is not being picked up by readers, possibly 
due to very large distances, the Smart Cart can be wheeled around areas where there is less signal 
due to attenuation, until the tool is picked up in the reader.  This will allow the maintenance 
worker to know the tool is nearby.  This can be especially useful if it is presumed a tool is left on 
the aircraft. 
Appendix A shows a visualization of how the overall RFID system should work if fully 
implemented.  It begins by fitting a maintenance worker with an RFID tag, and as the worker 
enters the room, the database system acknowledges that a person is now in the room.  The 
worker then retrieves the tool needed for the task and exits the room.  When the worker exits the 
room with the tool, the database logs that the worker and the tool left the room together and are 
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now elsewhere.  When the worker finishes their task and returns the tool, the RFID readers will 
notice the worker has entered the room with the tool and exited the room without the tool.  
Therefore, the database will log that the tool is now returned to the room, and that particular 
maintenance worker was responsible for the tool between its listed check out and check in times.  
This type of a system would help with security, responsibility, and most importantly visibility of 
the inventory and tool tracking system. 
Finally, testing distances tools need to be away from an RFID reader to prevent false 
reads would be exceedingly beneficial.  If one were to walk 10 feet away from the reader, will it 
read the tag on accident?  Will a maintenance worker holding a large metal object like a landing 
gear door alter the projection of the radio waves enough to read a tag that normally couldn’t be 
read?  What are the properties behind this?  These questions may take large amounts of time to 
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Appendix B – Overall Hangar 6 MRO Process Chart Extending to Current Tool Process Chart 
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Appendix C – Overall Hangar 6 Maintenance Repair Operations 
 
 
 
 
 
